Imagine living in a world—no grocery store in sight. The only access to food is from a convenience store or a fast food restaurant. This is the reality for millions of Americans living in a “food desert.” It is estimated that 23.5 million Americans live in a low-income area and more than one mile away from a supermarket or large grocery store. More than half of these people are part of the Asset Limited, Income Constrained, Employed (ALICE) population. This is where United We Feed is making a difference.

United We Feed is a basic needs initiative that leverages corporate and community partnerships to provide fresh produce access to our community’s ALICE and poverty populations.

*29,816 individuals helped
7,454 boxes distributed
157,812 lbs fruit & vegetables
1,051 volunteer hours
346 volunteers

*Based on family of 4

Data as of 10/25/2021
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